
THREE ABSOLUTE PERTURBATION BOUNDS FOR MATRIXEIGENVALUES IMPLY RELATIVE BOUNDSSTANLEY C. EISENSTAT� AND ILSE C. F. IPSENyAbstract. We show that three well-known perturbation bounds for matrix eigenvalues implyrelative bounds: the Bauer-Fike and Ho�man-Wielandt theorems for diagonalisable matrices, andWeyl's theorem for Hermitian matrices. As a consequence, relative perturbation bounds are notnecessarily stronger than absolute bounds; and the conditioning of an eigenvalue in the relative senseis the same as in the absolute sense.We also show that eigenvalues of normal matrices are no more sensitive to perturbations thaneigenvalues of Hermitian positive-de�nite matrices. The relative error bounds are invariant undercongruence transformations, such as grading and scaling.1. Introduction. Let A be a complex square matrix; and let A + E be a per-turbation of A. We want to estimate the error in an eigenvalue �̂ of A+E when it isviewed as an approximation to an eigenvalue of A.Traditional perturbation results bound the absolute error in an eigenvalue. TheBauer-Fike theorem [2, Theorem IIIa], for instance, bounds the absolute distancebetween �̂ and a closest eigenvalue � of a diagonalisable matrix A byj�� �̂j � �(X) kEk;where �(X) = kXk kX�1k is the condition number of an eigenvector matrix X of A.The simplest way to generate a relative perturbation bound is to divide an ab-solute error bound by a (non-zero) eigenvalue. In case of the Bauer-Fike theorem weget j�� �̂jj�j � �(X) kEkj�j :Now the bound depends on �. In particular, the bound is smaller for eigenvalues �that are large in magnitude than for those that are small in magnitude.However this kind of relative perturbation bound may not be good enough, be-cause there are algorithms that compute all eigenvalues to high relative accuracy, eventhose of small magnitude. Among such algorithms are Jacobi methods for Hermitianpositive-de�nite matrices [4, 13], and the dqds algorithm for certain tridiagonal ma-trices [7]. These algorithms have `genuine' relative error bounds that do not dependon the eigenvalues.Our original motivation was to determine under which circumstances we can �ndgenuine relative perturbation bounds that do not depend on the eigenvalues. Inparticular, does the existence of such a bound depend on the properties of the matrix(e.g. Hermitian positive-de�nite) or on the properties of the perturbation (e.g. relativecomponent-wise)?Our answer is that genuine relative perturbation bounds exist whenever absolutebounds exist, for almost any matrix and for any perturbation. In particular we show� Department of Computer Science, Yale University, P. O. Box 208285, New Haven, CT 06520-8285 (eisenstat-stan@cs.yale.edu). The research of this author was supported in part by NSFgrant CCR-9400921.y Center for Research In Scienti�c Computation, Department of Mathematics, North CarolinaState University, P. O. Box 8205, Raleigh, NC 27695-8205 (ipsen@math.ncsu.edu). The research ofthis author was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9400921.1



2that three well-known absolute bounds imply genuine relative bounds. In this senserelative bounds are no stronger than absolute bounds. We also show that correspond-ing absolute and relative perturbation bounds have the same condition number.1.1. Overview. In x2 we show that the Bauer-Fike Theorem for diagonalisablematrices implies a large class of relative bounds. The condition number is the samefor relative and absolute bounds. We conclude that the eigenvalues of a normal,non-singular matrix are well-conditioned, in the absolute as well as in the relativesense.In x3 we derive a relative perturbation bound for normal matrices that suggeststhat the eigenvalues of a normal matrix are as well conditioned as the eigenvaluesof its positive-de�nite polar factor. The bound is invariant under congruence trans-formations. Hence the eigenvalues of a graded, normal matrix are no more sensitiveto perturbations than the eigenvalues of an `ungraded' Hermitian positive-de�nitematrix.In x4 we show that Weyl's perturbation theorem implies a relative bound that isslightly stronger than existing bounds.In x5 we extend the Ho�man-Wielandt theorem for diagonalisable matrices andshow that it implies a relative bound.1.2. Notation. I is the identity matrix; k � k is the two-norm and k � kF theFrobenius norm; A� is the conjugate transpose of a matrix A; and �(X) � kXkkX�1kis the two norm condition number of a matrix X with respect to inversion.2. Two-norm bounds for diagonalisable matrices. We show that the Bau-er-Fike Theorem implies a relative bound.Let A be a diagonalisable matrix with eigendecomposition A = X�X�1, where� = 0@�1 . . . �n1Aand �i are the eigenvalues of A. The Bauer-Fike Theorem bounds the absolute errorbetween a perturbed eigenvalue and a closest eigenvalue of A.Theorem 2.1 (Theorem IIIa in [2]). If A is diagonalisable thenmini j�i � �̂j � �(X) kEk;where �(X) � kXk kX�1k.The Bauer-Fike Theorem implies the relative bound below, provided A is non-singular.Corollary 2.2. If A is diagonalisable and non-singular, thenmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � �(X) kA�1Ek:Proof. Write (A+E)x̂ = �̂x̂ as( �A+ �E) x̂ = x̂; where �A � �̂A�1; �E � �A�1E:Hence 1 is an eigenvalue of �A+ �E. The matrix �A has eigenvalues �̂=�i and the sameeigenvector matrix as A. Apply Theorem 2.1 to �A and the eigenvalue 1 of �A+ �E.



3We interpret the ampli�er �(X) in the bounds as a condition number for theeigenvalues of A. Both absolute and relative perturbation bounds have the samecondition number. The condition number indicates the sensitivity of an eigenvalue toabsolute perturbations E and to relative perturbationsA�1E = A�1 ((A+E)�A) :Note however that an eigenvalue closest to �̂ in the absolute sense may be di�erentfrom an eigenvalue closest to �̂ in the relative sense. Corollary 2.2 generalises [16,Theorem 3.12].2.1. A larger class of relative perturbations. So far we have expressed rel-ative perturbations as A�1E. But why con�ne A�1 to the left of E? Why not moveit to the right? Or why not factor A�1 and distribute the factors on both sides of E?The bound below is a consequence of Corollary 2.2.Theorem 2.3. Let A be diagonalisable and non-singular. If A = A1A2 thenmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � �(W ) kA�11 EA�12 k;where W is an eigenvector matrix of A2A1.Proof. De�ne �A � A2AA�12 ; �E � A2EA�12 :Since �A is similar to A, it is diagonalisable with eigendecomposition �A = W�W�1.Applying Corollary 2.2 to �A and �A+ �E givesmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � �(W ) k �A�1 �Ek = �(W ) kA�11 EA�12 k:When A1 and A2 commute, the original condition number �(X) returns.Corollary 2.4. Let A = A1A2 be diagonalisable and non-singular. If A1A2 =A2A1 then mini j�i � �̂jj�ij � �(X) kA�11 EA�12 k:When A1 = A and A2 = I , we recover Corollary 2.2. The choice A1 = I andA2 = A gives a similar bound.Corollary 2.5. Let A be diagonalisable and non-singular. Thenmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � �(X) kEA�1k:Another popular choice for A1 and A2 is a square root A1=2 of A. A square rootof a matrix [9, p 54, Problem 7], [10, p 467, p 471] exists whenever the matrix isnon-singular [10, p 468].Corollary 2.6. Let A be diagonalisable and non-singular. Thenmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � �(X) kA�1=2EA�1=2k:



43. Two-norm bounds for normal matrices. We derive relative perturbationbounds for normal matrices that are invariant under congruence transformations suchas grading and scaling.When applied to normal matrices, Corollary 2.4 simpli�es.Corollary 3.1. Let A = A1A2 be normal and non-singular. If A1A2 = A2A1then mini j�i � �̂jj�ij � kA�11 EA�12 k:Therefore eigenvalues of normal matrices are well-conditioned, in the absolutesense as well as in many relative senses.Up to now we have chosen the following factorisations for A,(A1; A2) = (A; I); (A1; A2) = (I; A); (A1; A2) = (A1=2; A1=2):In each case A1 and A2 commute and we retain the perfect conditioning of normalmatrices. Normal matrices, however, admit another commuting factorisation. Itresults from the polar factorisation and the fact that polar factors of normal matricescommute.Every non-singular matrix A has a polar factorisation A = HU , where H �(AA�)1=2 is Hermitian positive-de�nite, and U � H�1A is unitary [9, Corollary 7.3.3].We use the following property of polar factors.Lemma 3.2. Let A be normal and non-singular with polar factorisation A = HU .Then HU = UH = H1=2UH1=2:Proof. The �rst equality follows from the fact that polar factors of a normalmatrix commute [9, Theorem 7.3.4].To prove the second equality, note that a Hermitian positive-de�nite matrix Hhas a unique Hermitian positive-de�nite square-root H1=2 [9, Theorem 7.2.6]. Fromthe �rst equality HU = UH followsH = UHU� = (UH1=2U�) (UH1=2U�):Thus UH1=2U� is also a Hermitian positive-de�nite square-root of H . But uniquenessimplies H1=2 = UH1=2U�. This means H1=2U = UH1=2 andA = HU = H1=2 (H1=2U) = H1=2UH1=2:The following bound is a consequence of Corollary 2.4.Theorem 3.3. Let A be normal and non-singular, with Hermitian positive-de�nite polar factor H. Thenmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � kH�1=2EH�1=2k:



5Proof. A = HU is a polar factorisation of A, and Lemma 3.2 implies A =H1=2UH1=2. Set A1 � H1=2U; A2 � H1=2:Then kA�11 EA�12 k = kU�H�1=2EH�1=2k = kH�1=2EH�1=2k:Since A2A1 = A1A2, we can apply Corollary 2.4 to get the desired bound.Therefore the eigenvalues of a normal matrix have the same relative error boundas the eigenvalues of its positive-de�nite polar factor, which suggests that they are aswell conditioned as the eigenvalues of its positive-de�nite polar factor.3.1. Grading. The advantage of Theorem 3.3 is that it is invariant under con-gruence transformations in the following sense.Corollary 3.4. Let A be normal and non-singular, with Hermitian positive-de�nite polar factor H. If D is non-singular andE = DE1D�; H = DM1D�then mini j�i � �̂jj�ij � kM�1=21 E1M�1=21 k:Proof. Theorem 3.3 impliesmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � kH�1=2EH�1=2k:Since H is Hermitian positive-de�nite M1 = D�1HD�� is also Hermitian positive-de�nite and has a Hermitian square-root. SinceH = H1=2H1=2 = DM1=21 (DM1=21 )�are both `Cholesky factorisations' of H , they are related by a unitary matrix Q, i.e.H1=2 = (DM1=21 )Q. Hence, by Theorem 3.3,mini j�i � �̂jj�ij � kH�1=2EH�1=2k = kM�1=21 E1M�1=21 k:Therefore the relative error bound is invariant under congruence transformationsextracted from the perturbation and the positive-de�nite polar factor. Corollary3.4 implies essentially that the eigenvalues of a graded, normal matrix are no moresensitive than the eigenvalues of the best `ungraded' positive-de�nite polar factor.3.2. Relation to existing work. Slapni�car and Veseli�c [15, x2], [16, x2] haveobtained similar results. Their results are more general in the sense that they applyto the generalised eigenvalue problem Ax = �Bx, where A is Hermitian and B isHermitian positive-de�nite; and they bound the distance between the ith perturbedand exact eigenvalues. When B = I their absolute value of A, A , turns out to be a



6Hermitian positive-de�nite polar factor of A. However, our results are more generalin the sense that they apply to a larger class of matrices (normal as opposed toHermitian), to a larger class of perturbations (norm-wise as opposed to component-wise), and to a larger class of grading matrices (non-singular as opposed to realdiagonal).To relate our results to those in [15, x2], [16, x2], we assume that the backwarderror is scaled in the same way as the matrix so that kE1k � �kMk, where � is asmall positive number and A = DMD�. The following result is similar in spirit to[16, Theorem 2.13].Corollary 3.5. Let A be normal and non-singular, with positive-de�nite polarfactor H. Let D be non-singular andA = DMD�; E = DE1D�; H = DM1D�:If kE1k � �kMk then mini j�i � �̂jj�ij � � kMkkM�11 k:Proof. Corollary 3.4 impliesmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � kM�1=21 E1M�1=21 k � � kM�1=21 k2kMk:As a square root of the Hermitian positive-de�nite matrix M1, M1=21 is Hermitian.Therefore kM�1=21 k2 = kM�11 k.Therefore the eigenvalues have small relative error when M and M�11 have smallnorm. Here, M is what is left over after extracting the grading from A, and M1 iswhat is left over after extracting the grading from the positive-de�nite polar factor.One might argue that in Corollary 3.5 the polar factor of M would be preferable tothe polar factor of A. But then we would be comparing apples and oranges. BecauseA and H have the same eigenvalues (in magnitude), we have to compare the scaledversion of A (which is M) to the scaled version of H (which is M1).In the special case when M is unitary we arrive at the same conclusion as [16,Theorem 2.37], namely that the eigenvalues of A are well-conditioned.Corollary 3.6. If, in addition to the assumptions of Corollary 3.5, D alsocommutes with the unitary polar factor of A and M is unitary, thenmini j�i � �̂jj�ij � �:Proof. kMk = 1 because M is unitary; andA = UH = U DM1D� = D UM1 D�because D and U commute. But A = DMD� and the non-singularity of D implyM = UM1. Hence M1 is unitary and kM�11 k = 1.In conclusion, our results only bound the error in a single eigenvalue of A + E,while other results bound the relative error in all eigenvalues of A+E simultaneously.But this comes at a price. For instance, existing bounds for Hermitian matrices



7restrict the perturbation E so that A+E is Hermitian and has the same inertia as A[1, Lemma 1], [16, Theorem 2.1]. Or they restrict the congruence transformation Dand the size of the perturbation [8, Corollary 5]. Hence we have traded simultaneousbounds for all eigenvalues against freedom in perturbations and applicability to alarger class of matrices.4. Two-norm bounds for Hermitian matrices. We show that Weyl's The-orem implies a relative bound.Let A and A+E be Hermitian with respective eigenvalues�n � : : : � �1; �̂n � : : : � �̂1:Weyl's Perturbation Theorem bounds the worst-case absolute error between the ithexact and perturbed eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices in terms of the two-norm.Theorem 4.1 (Corollary III.2.6 in [3]). If A and A+E are Hermitian thenmax1�i�n j�i � �̂ij � kEk:The absolute bound in Theorem 4.1 implies a relative bound, provided that thematrices are in addition positive-de�nite.Corollary 4.2 (Theorem 2.3 in [14]). If A and A+E are Hermitian positive-de�nite then max1�i�n j�i � �̂ijj�ij � kA�1=2EA�1=2k:Proof. Fix an index i. Let x̂ be an eigenvector of A+E associated with �̂i, i.e.(A+E)x̂ = �̂ix̂:Multiplying (�̂iI �E)x̂ = Ax̂ by A�1 gives( �A+ �E) z = z; where �A � �̂iA�1; �E � �A�1=2EA�1=2; z � A1=2x̂:Hence 1 is an eigenvalue of �A+ �E.We will show that it is actually the (n� i+ 1)st eigenvalue. We argue as in theproof of [5, Theorem 2.1]. Since �̂i is the ith eigenvalue of A+ E, 0 must be the itheigenvalue of (A+E)� �̂iI = A1=2 (I � �A� �E) A1=2:But this is a congruence transformation because square-roots of positive-de�nite ma-trices are Hermitian. Congruence transformations preserve the inertia. Hence 0 is theith eigenvalue of I � �A� �E, and 1 is the (n� i+ 1)st eigenvalue of �A+ �E.Since A+E is positive-de�nite, �̂i is positive and �̂i=�n�j+1 is the jth eigenvalueof �A. Applying Theorem 4.1 to �A and �A+ �E givesmax1�j�n ����� �̂i�n�j+1 � �j����� � k �Ek � kA�1=2EA�1=2k;where �j are the eigenvalues of �A+ �E. When j = n� i+1, then �n�i+1 = 1 and weget the desired bound.A slightly weaker bound with a restriction on A+E appears in [11, Theorem 3.2].



85. Frobenius norm bounds for diagonalisable matrices. We show that aslightly stronger version of the Ho�man-Wielandt Theorem for diagonalisable matricesimplies a relative bound. The idea for this proof was inspired by the derivation ofrelative error bounds for multiplicative perturbations in [11].Let A and A + E be diagonalisable with eigendecompositions A = X�X�1 andA+E = X̂�̂X̂�1, respectively. The eigenvalues are� = 0@�1 . . . �n1A ; �̂ = 0B@ �̂1 . . . �̂n1CA :The Ho�man-Wielandt Theorem for diagonalisable matrices [6, Theorem 3.1] estab-lishes a one-to-one pairing between exact and perturbed eigenvalues and bounds thesum of absolute errors in the Frobenius norm,vuut nXi=1 j�i � �̂�(i)j2 � �(X̂) �(X) kEkF(5.1)for some permutation � . Note that �(X) and �(X̂) are expressed in the two-norm,rather than in the Frobenius norm. This makes the bound tighter because the two-norm never exceeds the Frobenius norm.To demonstrate that an absolute Ho�man-Wielandt-type bound implies a relativeversion, we need an absolute bound that is slightly stronger than (5.1). We replaceA by a product AC. The perturbed matrix is AC +E, where C must have the sameeigenvector matrix as AC +E. The bound (5.1) is the special case where C = I . Theeigendecomposition of C isC = X̂�X̂�1; where � = 0B@ 1 . . . n1CA :The eigendecompositions of A and the perturbed matrix remain the same,A = X�X�1; AC +E = X̂�̂X̂�1:The stronger Ho�man-Wielandt Theorem below bounds the sum of absolute er-rors in the products of the eigenvalues of A and C.Theorem 5.1. Let A, C and AC + E be diagonalisable. There exists a permu-tation � so that vuut nXi=1 j�i�(i) � �̂�(i)j2 � �(X̂) �(X) kEkF :Proof. The proof is similar to that of [6, Theorem 3.1].In AC � X̂�̂X̂�1 = �E decompose A and C,X�X�1 X̂�X̂�1 � X̂�̂X̂�1 = �E:Multiply on the left by X�1 and on the right by X̂ and set Z � X�1X̂,�Z�� Z�̂ = �X�1EX̂:(5.2)



9The (i; j)th element of this equation has absolute valuejzij j j�ij � �̂j j = ���(X�1EX̂)ij ��� :The Frobenius norm is the sum of the squares of all these elements,Xi;j jzij j2 j�ij � �̂j j2 = kX�1EX̂k2F � kX�1k2 kX̂k2 kEk2F :By [6, Main Theorem], there exists a doubly stochastic matrix S = (sij) so thatsijkZ�1k2 � jzij j2; 1 � i; j � n:Hence Xi;j sij j�ij � �̂j j2 � kZ�1k2 Xi;j jzij j2 j�ij � �̂j j2� �(X)2 �(X̂)2 kEk2F :Because S is doubly stochastic, Birkho�'s theorem [3, xII.2] implies that there existsa permutation � withXi j�i�(i) � �̂�(i)j2 �Xi;j sij j�ij � �̂j j2:Therefore Xi j�i�(i) � �̂�(i)j2 � �(X)2 �(X̂)2 kEk2F :The stronger absolute bound in Theorem 5.1 implies a relative bound, providedA is non-singular. This relative bound is not new. It follows, for instance, from themultiplicative bound [12, Theorem 2.1'] with D1 = I and D2 = I +A�1E. However,the proof below demonstrates that the relative bound is no stronger than the absolutebound because it is implied by the absolute bound.Corollary 5.2. Let A and A + E be diagonalisable. If A is also non-singularthen there exists a permutation � so thatvuut nXi=1  j�i � �̂�(i)jj�ij !2 � �(X̂) �(X) kA�1EkF :Proof. Since A�1(A+E)�A�1E = I we can set�A � A�1; C � A+E; �E � �A�1E:Then �A is diagonalisable with eigenvector matrix X and eigenvalues ��1i ; C is diag-onalisable with eigenvector matrix X̂ and eigenvalues �̂i; and �AC + �E = X̂IX̂�1 isdiagonalisable, where the eigenvalues are 1 and one can choose X̂ as an eigenvectormatrix. Applying Theorem 5.1 to �A, C and �E givesnXi=1 j��1i �̂�(i) � 1j2 � �(X̂)2�(X)2kA�1Ek2F :
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